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REACHING RURAL AUDI^NC^! - A STRAT1GY 

By 

Dr.Devesh Kishore"* 

In the developing countries, the greater part of the people live 
on the land are frequently isolated by the illiteracy lack of 
transport and means of communication, Technical know-how is in the 
:md of a few influentials. India is no exception to it. Rural 
India lives in a firmly established net work of socio-economic and 
cultural patterns. Still more than 80$ of the people live in same-
5.76,000 villages. Many of these villages are physically and 
mentally isolated. A large part of the country has still be effect
ively linked by roads and electricity. More than 75$ adult 
population is illiterate. 

It has been a common experience that dissemination of Agri
cultural information is lagging far behind research. The technical 
know-how has perculated to only influentials in the rural society. 
Common farmer has not yet reaped the benefit of new farm-technology. 
He is still using the same old plough, traditional implements and 
old farm practices. 

Today, communicator has gigantic task of carrying information to 
the teeming millions living in the villages. This task is much more 
difficult in a country like ours when development - social, cultural 
economic - has to be brought through the democratic process of 
pleading and persuasion. 

We have fairly developed extension service. Still the tellors 
of the soil spread over length and breadth of the country do not goc 
information of farm innovations immediately after their introduction 
This is mainly because the extension worker inspite of all efficiei.v 
is unable to contact all the farmers within his area of operation ±.0 
the short time available with him. He find himself in a problematiz. 
jituation. He has been given a set of 10 or 20 villages where he h_. 
5 communicate information to the people. It is also expected from 

uim that he should mobilise the resources to speed up the process of 
oconomic growth and social change through education. He can make 
uhe people aware create interest and motivate the farmers to adopt 
the information related to improved farm practices if he has a set 
of communication channels through which he can communicate with a 
wide population within the limited time he has. 

Today, we have communication channels available to us wMch 
can transmit the message to the receiver within a split of a second. 
Long distances and size of audiences are no longer barriers. But 
we should examine the reach-potential of all available mass media to 
rural areas. According to National Readership survey 1971 Cinema 
reaches a little over 13 per cent while press medium taken as a 
whole would reach only a little over 7 per cent of all rural adults 
and also the commercial channels of Vividh Bharati a little over 7 
per cent. Media experts and planners have indicated that if one 
uses all the three mass media one could reach no more than 17 per cent 
of all rural adulii. Even in near future we do not have much hopes 
about wider coverage of rural audience by the mass media— Radio, 
Film, TV and newspaper. If we have some hope on any of the mass 
media regarding more coverage keeping in view the territorial/ 
geographical barriers, lack of literacy and low investment is Radio, 
Today we have 75 radip stations, radio receivers about 25 million so~.r 
i.e; 42 sets per one thousand persons. All India Radio reaches 
90 per cent of India in home services. 
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Press has not yet been able to penetrate in rural India as it ; 
Jirectly linked with literacy level. We have 822 dailies and total 
irculation of papers is about 10 million. The projected ratio of 
irculation Hfxga^sxsxzsxxiJHMi is 17 copies per 1000 persons. About 3-" 
j»or cent of people are lit erase but functional literacy is about only 
15 per cent. Most of literate people arc concentrated in vrban areas. 
Therefore reach of press in rural India is very limited. 

Media .xputs may argue that film as a mass medium is ideally suit 
for the rural audienc- b .cause it is audio-visual channel of communica
tion and literacy level is no problem for the communicator. We have 
about 7,000 movio houses out of vvaich ^,200 are permanent and rest ar. 
touring cinema. About 9 seats p..r 1000 persons are available. Cent 
per cent permanent movi . houses are in urban areas and touring type 
reaches rural ar~as. It is evident from statistics that we need many 
more cinema houses. We also need regular supply of electricity and 
fairly good transport facilities. If cinema reach is to be augument.,d 
Central or State Government must helps in constructing rural cinema 
louses on low cost basis. 

Television is still in its infancy. We have eight regular 
•cations and it is estimated that approximately 5,45,000 TV sets 
• e operative in the country. In other words we have 0.83 sets 
•ilable per 100 persons. The area and the population within the 
i.ailing range of all the stations as well as number of sets are 

. :11 in context of our total need. 

TV in our country has also been used on experimental basis for 
"u.ral communication. V/e had taken the help of satellite to communica: 
uo the selected rural areas. This was commonly known as "SITS" 
programme. We have found TV is much more ^xp^nsive medium of 
•oimmunication for a country like India where' the resources are very 
".uch limited. Moreover to bring the whole rural area under the 
signalling range will require lot of resources in terms of money 
aad availability of equipment. 

It is evident from the rate of development of mass media that in 
near future we will not be able to cover all rural areas effectively. 
We as a communicator aave to evolve new strategy of communication by 
wh:ich a change agent can reach to rural masses. 

If we critically look to pr..sent communication system, we will 
fi:nd a new strategy can be developed for reaching to rural masses. .;i.. 
we are aware that information is presently passed on to a communicati 
sy stem by Research & Development Organisations/Institutions/Universi-
zl es and Scientists. This information is conveyed to the rural 
Audience by the Extension Agency/Voluntary Rural Development Or^qni-
ion , Social Wrckers and other change agents with the help of vSrio ic 
types of communication channels i.e. interpersonal group and mass 
:ontact channels. It has been observed and substantiated big sever-, 
studies undertaken in the field that are majority of rural people 
;o not get the information properly and timely due to lack of co-
rdination among various rural development agency working for the sum 
...irpose. Moreover effective communication tools are not available 
.id even if these are available or made available are not effectively 
ueod. Therefore, it may bo suggested that Rural Information Centres 
;iiould be established at a place which fulfils more of the following 
requirements: 

i) Where people usually go for marketing/business/trade 
ii) Where some basic public utility facilities such as post office, 

primary heal th centr .3 t c . are locat .d. 
iii)Whoro entertainment f a c i l i t i e s ex i s t s 
iv) The place i s easi ly approachable and well 

connected by roads; 
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These Rural Information Centres should provide a platform where 
'-.11 the officials/persons related to various rural development 
apartments, educational and researcn organisations, social workers 
and progressiva farmers can meet, to discuss the strategy of communicr, 
ing new technology to farmers. A communication coordination committ..,. 
may be constituted under a chairmanship of any of the above mentioned 
official or non-official with the Incharge of Rural Information 
Centre as Secretary. Incharge should ensure that communication 
coordination committee meets regularly. 

Rural Information Centre should organise and conduct training 
programmes in effective use of communication tools for the benefit 
of the "Extension workers when they are relatively free. In addition 
to training programming the centre should have sufficient number of 
communication tools which can be easily spared or loanod to the 
communication personnel. Centre should also have a strong Repair and 
Maintenance Wing which can undertake repair, maintenance and 
production of low cost audio-visual aids. Wing should be under 
direct control of Incharge Rural Information Centre. A chart 
showing the relationship of the centre within the system is enclosed. 

It is of utmost importance that effective channel or channels 
should be identified in that particular area. Cost and effectiveness 
of these channels• should' also be worked out. These stkudiea should be 
undertaken by the Incharge Rural Information Centre. 

Rural Information Centres administratively &n& financially 
ean be under control of State or Central Government. They should 
have close coordination with the educational and research 
organisations, extension training centres, and extension agencies 
ina other development departments located in that area. 

Rural Information Centre will provide an immediate 
practical and effective way for communicating with the masses 
in rural India. 
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